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Abstract—Multi-access edge computing (MEC) is an emerging
paradigm that pushes resources for sensing, communications,
computing, storage and intelligence (SCCSI) to the premises
closer to the end users, i.e., the edge, so that they could
leverage the nearby rich resources to improve their quality of
experience (QoE). Due to the growing emerging applications
targeting at intelligentizing life-sustaining cyber-physical systems,
this paradigm has become a hot research topic, particularly when
MEC is utilized to provide edge intelligence and real-time pro-
cessing and control. This article is to elaborate the research issues
along this line, including basic concepts and performance metrics,
killer applications, architectural design, modeling approaches
and solutions, and future research directions. It is hoped that
this article provides a quick introduction to this fruitful research
area particularly for beginning researchers.

Index Terms—Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), Resource
Allocation, Load Balancing, Offloading, Edge Intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-access edge computing (MEC) is an emerging ser-
vice network architecture to push powerful services to the
proximity of end users, which includes not only the network
services as proposed in the formerly mobile cloud computing,
but also sensing, computing, storage and intelligence. Thus,
service requests from customers could be flexibly provided at
edge nodes, e.g., base stations (BSs), access points (APs), and
roadside units (RSUs). Imagine that in a smart city envisioned
in the last few years, if customized devices with powerful
sensing, communications, computing, storage, and intelligence
(SCCSI) capability are installed in or co-located with existing
infrastructure (e.g., BSs, APs, RSUs, rooftops, lamp posts,
etc) or vehicles (e.g., public transits, vehicles, etc), then we
will have a powerful MEC system, consisting of mobile
infrastructure to take advantage of both spectrum and mobility
opportunity, to provide needed SCCSI services [1]. Due to the
omnipresence of vehicles (public or private) in a city, their
mobility could easily reach the proximity of end users, i.e.,
the edge. Moreover, by shifting processing/computing power
from the remote cloud to locally situated, possibly reconfig-
urable, edge servers (ESs), MEC helps significantly mitigate
traffic congestion over backbone networks and reduce end-to-
end (e2e) latency for many emerging capability demanding
applications, enhancing QoE for end users. This vision can be
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Fig. 1: A typical scenario for MEC.

easily illustrated in Figure 1 where powerful ESs are populated
in a smart city to build a robust service network for SCCSI
services.

Due to its tremendous potential to revolutionize the telecom-
munications and computing industries, there is a surge in
MEC, particularly in wireless industries [2]. The early concept
of MEC was conceived at the early stage of wireless industries,
particularly when mobile devices had limitations on resources
on their own and there was a need to pull resources from
mobile devices in close proximity together for sharing, leading
to the cloudlet or the later mobile edge computing (also termed
MEC). Following the developments of wireless mesh networks
and cloud computing, where specialized powerful routers or
computing servers were deployed at strategic locations to beef
up the communications and computing at the edge, i.e., push
communications and computing services closer to the end
users, the true marriage of communications and computing
started to emerge, leading to the birth of powerful MEC
technologies. In light of integration of AI into future wireless
technologies and real-time intelligent control, 5G systems and
beyond (simply 5G+) have already taken edge computing
capability into their design consideration, positioning it as the
enabler to intelligentize the vertical industries.

Although there are extensive works on MEC done in the
past few years, many open problems are still unresolved.
The challenges lie in the fact that task offloading involves
many design factors, not only computing resources, but also
transmission capability. A task to be computed has to be
successfully delivered to an ES and then computed within the
timeline required by the specific applications. Besides, both
transmissions and computing systems should have sufficient
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storage to buffer the task for resource scheduling. Thus,
an effective MEC system has to optimally coordinate the
distributed spectrum resource, computing resource, and storage
resource under the constraints on power consumption and
latency.

In this paper, we plan to articulate the problems and
challenges in MEC, discuss the possible models and solution
approaches, and then identify the future research directions.
Different from some existing surveys on MEC which attempt
to provide comprehensive summary of research efforts in this
area [3]–[5], this paper targets at design taxonomy, research
problems, typical architectures, and potential solutions by
jointly considering communication and computing resources
from an end-to-end perspective. Moreover, we will offer
enlightening thoughts on several key issues, including the use
of queuing model and multi-hop offloading for MEC scenarios.

II. SELECTED KILLER APPLICATIONS

To demonstrate how important MEC is, in this section, we
present an non-exhaustive list of important killer applications
to demonstrate how MEC can be leveraged to boost both
communications and computing performance for better users’
QoE.

A. Connected and Autonomous Driving

The one on top of attractive applications for MEC should
be connected and autonomous driving (CAD). CAD does
need near real-time map for collision avoidance and pedes-
trian safety, thus the simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) is crucially important. Yet, SLAM demands timely
sensing (e.g., video) and fast computing capability to perform
fine-grained video analytics, which can hardly be done by
connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) on time. Besides,
any highly complex computing and processing shifted from
CAVs to the edge could significantly reduce the cost of CAVs.
One may argue that such tasks can be offloaded to the cloud,
but yet the latency may pose serious problem for CAD. Thus,
the only alternative is an effective MEC.

B. Industrial Internet of Things

Many real-time applications such as industrial Internet of
Things (IoT) do require low latency for real-time scheduling
and control. For example, future smart manufacturing may
demand timely sensing to collect much needed data, deliver
them to a certain computing facility to carry out necessary
computing for intelligence extraction, and then take timely
control actions. Due to the tight latency requirement, MEC
seems to be the only choice.

C. Video Surveillance

To build a smart city, public safety is one of the important
design goals. To this end, video surveillance cameras may be
deployed. Due to large volume of video data, it is impractical
to upload all the raw data to the cloud to carry out video
analysis. More often timely video analytics may have to be
done within certain time frame in order to fight possible crimes
in tough neighborhoods. This is exactly what MEC could come
to rescue.

Remote Cloud

Edge Servers

Mobile Devices

Wired connection Wireless connection Access transmission

Fig. 2: The generic architecture of an MEC.

D. Smart and Connected Health

Information and communications technologies (ICT) and
artificial intelligence (AI) have revolutionized what we care
for people’s health, and smart and connected health (SCH) is
a great effort towards this goal. For people who have chronic
or life critical diseases, SCH could help collect vital signals
under 24/7 clock, perform timely signal analysis to monitor
potential changes in signal pattern by applying sophisticated
AI algorithms such as machine learning (ML), deep learning
(DL), and federated learning (FL), etc. Due to this periodic
signal collection, huge volume of data will be generated,
resulting in big data to be handled, and it may not be necessary
to always interact with the cloud, but yet timely data analytics
may have to be done locally. Thus, MEC provides another rich
application to address important problems.

III. GENERAL MEC FRAMEWORK

With such diverse applications of MEC, the problem is how
to design such an MEC system to suit a practical application.
In this section, we first present a general architectural design
guideline for MEC, and then identify the fundamental design
issues under the MEC framework to improve users’ QoE.
Afterwards we discuss three critical metrics to measure the
performance of MEC.

A. Architectural Design for MEC

An MEC consists of the cloud, edge servers (ESs) and
mobile devices (MDs) as shown in Figure 2. A set of ESs are
populated in the area of service (AoS) while MDs roaming in
the AoS could offload their tasks to ESs for computing (for
signal processing or machine learning). An ES is typically
customized with powerful communications capability (e.g.,
cognitive radios), high computing power and sufficient stor-
age space, running various AI algorithms, which is typically
termed CCSI capability. If it is also equipped with internal
or external sensing features or interconnected with sensors in
its proximity, we could enable MEC the SCCSI capability.
An MD could access the computing, storage and intelligence
resource at its proximity if reliable communication link(s) can
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be established to an ES (or a subset of ESs). ESs can be
connected via high-speed links (solid lines) and/or wireless
links (dashed line), depending on the deployment strategy for
ESs.

B. Fundamental Problems

The fundamental problem in MEC is how to facilitate MDs
to access the services at ESs with desired quality of service
(QoS). This mainly includes the following few design issues.

Computation Offloading. An MD could offload computing
task either wholly or partially, depending on both local com-
puting resource in the MD and the channel condition from
the MD to an ES(s) it could reach. However, this problem
is highly challenging since both the channel condition and
computing resource (at both the MD and the chosen ES(s))
should be taken into consideration. Moreover, partial offload-
ing decisions involve additional constraints, e.g., whether the
tasks are allowed to be split into variable ratio or not, which
is largely ignored in most existing works.

Resource Allocation. After task offloading decision is
made, the next design task is to allocate enough communica-
tion resource between an MD and selected ESs and sufficient
computing power at both the MD and selected ES(s). An
efficient resource allocation has to be designed due to the
limitation of resources in MEC.

Caching and Prefetching. Although storage can be re-
garded as a type of resource at ESs, due to its importance,
we deal with it separately from resource allocation when
caching and prefetching are considered. Caching/prefetching
at the edge (or edge caching) is different from the traditional
caching in that the goal here is to enable corresponding
computing tasks to be executed efficiently at ESs and is
often jointly designed with task offloading to maximize MEC
performance. Moreover, computing at the edge typically relies
on the placement of non-trivial amount of data for training
and ML models for edge intelligence while traditional caching
works mostly for content distribution. Thus, how to design
effective caching or prefetching strategies in MEC system is
significantly different from traditional approach and highly
challenging.

Energy Conservation. Since MDs tend to be battery
powered, energy conservation is always an important design
consideration. The energy consumption comes from both
transmissions and computing. A computing task can be done
locally at an MD or offloaded to an ES or jointly done at both
sides in order to conserve energy on the MD.

Mobility Management. Many network entities such as
MDs or mobile ESs may be subject to mobility, which will
result in degraded communications quality or longer e2e la-
tency. How to manage the mobility to sustain continuous com-
munications services or effective computing is an important
design issue. To keep the task computing ESs closer to the end
users on the move, mobility management (e.g., user tracking)
and task computing migration (e.g., virtual machine migration)
must be taken into consideration in practical applications [6].

C. Performance Metrics

To assess the performance of MEC, we typically need some
key performance indices (KPIs). In this subsection, we present

three essential performance metrics for the aforementioned
problems from the customers’ perspective (i.e., latency and en-
ergy consumption at MDs) and service providers’ perspective
(e.g., task completion rate or simply throughput), respectively.

Latency. MEC targets at providing timely access to edge
services, and hence latency is definitely the first metric to
guarantee. Latency here means that the time between the
instant that an MD submits its computing task to the instant it
obtains the computing result of the task. Since this definition
is from the perspective of an MD, it is indeed the end-to-end
(e2e) latency. Since the MD may make a decision based on the
result of the completed task within certain time limit, latency
is indeed an important metric.

Energy Consumption. Energy consumption either due to
task transmissions or due to task computation locally at an MD
is always a major concern for resource-constrained systems.
Since many end users tend to use their smart devices for the
applications of their interests, it is always good idea to save the
battery life of their MDs. Thus, the total energy consumption
at an MD for a task completion under a task offloading scheme
is another metric to be considered.

Throughput (task completion ratio). To maximize the
revenue, a service provider for an MEC system tends to utilize
system resources as efficiently as possible to accommodate
customers to maximize the completed tasks, which indicates
that the system throughput (or task completion ratio) is a
critical metric for MEC. To boost the throughput, load balanc-
ing across multiple ESs is an effective way since it improves
service availability by spreading the workload based on load
status in terms of both communication and computing. To
optimize the aggregated throughput and users’ QoE, MD’s
tasks have to be transferred to the edge server with lower
computing load via less congested links.

IV. RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND LOAD BALANCING: AN
END-TO-END PERSPECTIVE

With all basic concepts clarified, based on the current
research activities, we are now ready to categorize major
research problems on MEC. In this paper, we focus on two
major research tasks in MEC, namely, resource allocation
and load balancing. Resource allocation tends to address how
to allocate resources for end users from one service facility
(e.g., an ES) while load balancing focuses on how to balance
the workloads over multiple service facilities (e.g., ESs).
Typically, depending on specific applications, resource can be
different. Although our envisioned MEC consists of SCCSI
services, in this paper, we focus mainly on communications
and computing. We will articulate the research problems
involving with spectrum allocation, computing offloading,
and the related load balancing under different system setup
settings.

A. Single-Edge and Single-MD Case (SESM)

We start with the simplest case first to articulate the
problem. For an MEC system with SESM, the problem is
whether to offload computing from the mobile user device
(MD) partially or wholly to the edge server (simply ES).
The decision depends on various factors of concern. If we
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are concerned with the MD’s energy conservation, we may
compare the energy consumption on data offloading (depend-
ing on spectrum availability and channel conditions between
MD and ES) and the computing power consumption at MD
if computed locally. This problem can also be formulated as
partial computing offloading problem by dividing the whole
computing task into two parts to be performed at MD and
ES separately if a task is divisible. If a computing task is
latency sensitive, then the problem can be formulated as MD
energy minimization under e2e latency constraint. In [7], we
formulated a joint optimization problem to minimize long-
term power consumption at the MD under resource constraints
on communications and computing and applied Lyapunov
optimization to obtain approximate solutions.

If latency is not a deciding factor, e.g., for delay-tolerant
computing, a computing task can be queued either at MD
waiting for enough spectrum and/or better channel condition
for opportunistic offloading or queued at an ES for sufficient
computing resource to perform opportunistic computing.

B. Single-Edge and Multi-MD Case (SEMM)

This is probably the most common scenario investigated in
the current literature. Under this scenario, we have only one
single server to provide computing services and have a single
shared spectrum to provide offloading for all MDs. If too many
users attempt to offload, it may not be worthwhile for an MD
to offload its task to the ES due to either spectrum shortage
or computing overload at the ES, because this may cause
excessive energy consumption when uploading the task or
intolerable latency due to communication/computing queueing
delay. Thus, the problem has become more complicated. Due
to the competing nature for both spectrum and computing,
energy minimization and latency minimization for task com-
puting should be formulated carefully. The coupling of task
offloading and computing may impact the final decision on
whether task computing is carried out either locally or at ES.

If queueing is allowed, various queueing models can be
developed for conserving energy on MDs or reducing latency
for task computing. One MD may choose to opportunistically
offload tasks only when channel to the ES is good or choose
to offload only when the computing work load at ES is light.

C. Multi-Edge and Single-User Case

This scenario is not really practical, but may be useful
to capture certain essential features of practical problems. It
may be used to model the decision process when an MD
decide where to offload its computing task, given the MD
could offload its task to a subset of ESs. The set of problems
for this case can be classified into the following cases. i)
Given the channel conditions and computing load on each
ES, minimize the MD’s energy consumption under latency
constraint; ii) Given the channel conditions, computing load
on each ES, and residual energy in MD, split computing tasks
into local computing and edge computing to maximize the task
throughput under latency constraint and MD energy constraint;
and iii) Given the channel conditions and computing load
on each ES, maximize the task throughput under latency
constraint. With multiple edge servers available, the computing
tasks from the MD have to consider the load balancing in

terms of both communications and computing. In [8], we
investigated this problem and identified the bottleneck in the
offloading process.

D. Multi-Edge and Multi-User Case

This is probably the most general scenario that we typically
encounter in MEC systems. In the nutshell, the problem at
hand is to match the computing tasks with appropriate ESs
to optimize the desired design objective, given the channel
conditions between MDs and ESs and the computing work
loads on ESs. The design objective can be either minimizing
MD energy consumption or maximizing the task throughput,
both under task latency constraint. Some researchers have also
proposed to minimize latency under local power constraints.
However, it is noted that minimizing latency may not generate
enough incentive for MEC operators as end users will be
satisfied and pay the same bills as long as the latency require-
ment is met. Many papers addressed simplified version of the
aforementioned problem: given a set of computing tasks to be
offloaded, match the ESs under the latency constraints, which
has not taken the task arrival uncertainty into consideration,
and hence is not practical at all. How to formulate the right
set of optimization problems is of paramount importance,
yet highly challenging, particularly under stochasticity in task
arrivals, spectrum availability, and computing workload.

Besides, most papers focus on offloading via one-hop
transmissions between MDs and ESs. Recently, we have
started investigating whether we could leverage multi-hop
transmissions to balance the computing workload at ESs and
transmission workload from MDs to ESs while meeting the
latency constraints. In this subsection, we elaborate research
activities based on whether offloading is done via single-hop
or multi-hop.

1) Single-hop offloading: Most current research activities
focus on single-hop offloading in the sense that an end user
is seeking a powerful edge in its proximity and offload its
computing tasks directly [9].

Some works assume that computing resources at ESs are
sufficient and formulate the optimization problem either to
maximize the sum throughput or to minimize the energy
consumption at MDs. Some other works assume that commu-
nication resources are sufficient and formulate the optimization
problem to balance the computing workload at ESs. Both
scenarios, although reducing the problems significantly, are
not really practical.

In [9], Poularakis et al. studied probably the most general
problem to minimize the workload offloaded to the cloud
under constraints on communications, computing and storage
at ESs, but did not taking the queueing model into consid-
eration. Recently, we formulate the optimization problem to
maximize the task completion rate (throughput) by balancing
the workloads for both communications and computing under
e2e latency constraints [10]. The intuitive idea is motivated by
the observation that when we offload a task for computation,
we should not only offload it to an ES that does have sufficient
computing resource to complete the task, but more importantly
should have enough communications resource to upload it in
the first place in order to complete it. Thus, in [10], under
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certain assumption on the stochasticity of involved processes
(task arrivals, random channels and varying computing power),
we use the tandem queue to model the joint system of
communications and computing, and find the (approximate)
solution, which represents significant departure from the main
stream research.

2) Multi-hop offloading: Although it is much easier to
formulate the optimization problem under one-hop offloading,
in reality, due to the locality of end users and their running
applications, task offloading may be difficult to achieve due
to heterogeneity in the availability in spectrum and computing
resource at different location and at different time. Some
ESs may have abundant computing resource, but do not have
enough spectrum resource at their proximity to receive tasks,
while some of them do have sufficient spectrum resource
to receive tasks, but do not have enough computing power.
Yet, task completion does demand both sufficient spectrum
resource and computing power. Thus, if there are ways such
as emerging omnipresent vehicular communications systems
to relay tasks from congested location to less congested
area via multi-hop relays, it could potentially boost the task
completion rate (throughput). For example, in [11], we have
proposed to leverage vehicles to transport tasks from congested
areas to less congested areas to significantly increase the task
throughput. Data transportation can of course be carried out
either through store-carry-forward mechanisms or via V2V
relays over (opportunistic) vehicular communications, which
leverages both the mobility opportunity and the spectrum
opportunity.

One special scenario is that all ESs in a specific area
are interconnected via high-speed reliable links like cable or
optical fibers so that the workload in the network of ESs can be
balanced directly among them. In this case, the aforementioned
task offloading problem can be boiled down to the load balance
problem over spectrum resource via relaying nodes, that is,
tasks can be uploaded to any ES. Thus, the problem to be
solved is to design anycast routing schemes over potentially
wireless ad hoc networks with latency constraints.

To conserve MDs’ energy under multi-hop task offloading
strategies, end users could search for agents, e.g., nearby pow-
erful relaying nodes, to help relay their tasks to be computed
at appropriate ESs. This would lead to another rich set of
optimization problems for MEC task offloading.

3) Queueing Consideration: It is typically observed that
many prior works have not really taken specific queuing
models into the optimization to leverage the opportunistic
communications and computing [9]. We recently utilize the
tandem queue models to capture the stochastic nature of
task arrivals and service (transmission time and computing
time) [10], [11]. Queuing scheduling is unavoidable in any
service systems which can be utilized to increase the resource
efficiency and enhance QoE. This is particularly true for joint
distributed communications and computing systems for task
offloading which can be better optimized by leveraging both
mobility opportunity and spectrum opportunity as in vehicular
MEC. Unfortunately, the complexity becomes overwhelming
when queuing models are taken into consideration for task
offloading in MEC, which demands further investigation.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Although we have already mentioned some research chal-
lenges and possible solutions under various MEC system set-
tings, there still exist many challenging research problems in
this area. Here we only list some important research directions
we have identified that are urgently needed to be resolved.

A. Place Edge Servers for Effective MEC Design

Depending on the cost in response to the coverage re-
quirement, ESs have to be appropriately placed in the service
area of interest. The closely related research is on placement
of ESs aiming at minimizing the access latency from MDs
to ESs or energy consumption, where communication-related
service quality metrics have been used to address the coverage
issue [12]. However, in terms of computing, how to quantify
the service coverage from an end-to-end perspective is still
unclear. One possible solution is to consider some use cases
such as smart city applications, and formulate the optimization
problem to minimize the computing service outage (i.e., the
probability that a computing task cannot be completed within
the latency requirement).

B. Take Queuing Models into Account

To simplify the modeling process or reduce the complexity
in optimization in MEC systems, queue models for task
uploading and computing are typically ignored and even if they
are considered, they are just simplified versions, which may
not be practical. In reality, the performance highly depends
on how a task transmission is done and/or how its comput-
ing is scheduled, which is particularly true when leveraging
geographical differences of users and ESs as in multi-hop
offloading scenarios [11]. Therefore, how to incorporate the
appropriate queuing models into optimization is an important
yet challenging research task.

C. Leverage In-Network Resources

Current wireless networking environments are now
equipped with rich powerful SCCSI capability which could be
leveraged to fulfill needed service provisioning. For example,
many today’s vehicles, particularly the emerging connected
and autonomous vehicles (CAVs), are installed with power-
ful computing and storage units and sensors, but they are
not intended for communications and computing services for
external applications. Yet, their omnipresence in smart cities
could definitely help provide additional MEC services [13].
How to take advantage of such in-network resources will form
a fruitful future research direction.

D. Take Advantage of Mobility and Spectrum Opportunities

Many powerful communications and computing devices
with more rich storage tend to be mobile due to shared mobil-
ity, user mobility, or things’ mobility in general. For example,
public transits carry users with SCCSI capable devices or
they themselves are equipped with powerful SCCSI capability,
and hence their routine or planned routes would enable them
to regularly carry such SCCSI services, a rich set of MEC
services that can be leveraged. Moreover, wireless spectrum is
location-based, and their utility is shown to be opportunistic
spatially and temporally [1]. Thus, for an effective MEC
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system to be designed with specific missions, it is possible to
leverage both spectrum and mobility opportunities to boost its
service performance without adding extra infrastructure and/or
resource. If user owned equipments are used, crowdsourcing
and the corresponding incentive mechanism design can be
incorporated into this design.

E. Utilize Machine Learning to Improve MEC

Machine learning (ML) has emerged as the panacea to solve
many difficult engineering problems which cannot be resolved
easily with traditional mathematical tools. Since computing
at edge via an MEC system involves with factors such as
computing load, transmission environments and network load,
user device capability, and complicated queue scheduling for
both communications and computing, traditional mathematical
modeling based on first-principles will result in highly com-
plicated optimization problem with high dimension (i.e., the
curse of dimensionality). ML may offer certain level of model
reduction by capturing only the important features according to
the specificity of the involved applications [14]. Moreover, for
cases that traditional modeling is hard to handle, model-free
ML may be evoked to find an approximate model (data-driven
approach). For example, the multi-hop offloading problem may
be solved via reinforcement learning, which is currently under
investigation.

F. Utilize MEC to Improve Machine Learning

ML typically consumes intensive computing resource, par-
ticularly for real-time or delay-sensitive tasks as in connected
and autonomous driving, which is why MEC was introduced
[14]. How to build an effective MEC system for AI at edge
(or edge intelligence) to facilitate tremendous IoT applications
and smart city initiatives is of paramount importance. Under
this design, edge offloading (from MDs to ESs or among ESs)
potentially plays a crucial role in providing data input for edge
caching, edge training, and edge inference according to the
dynamic resources in the MEC systems [15]. By combining
MEC with edge intelligence, we could investigate how to
leverage MEC to boost the federated learning, which is still
in its infancy and demands further research.

G. Develop an Effective Holistic MEC Service Ecosystem

Although MEC was conceived in response to the edge
computing, it turns out MEC as a service system can be
leveraged to enable significantly more services beyond com-
puting as we envisioned in [13]. If being built well, MEC can
be used to perform sensing and data collection, push delay-
tolerant data to the edge to facilitate fast communications,
cache popular content of large volume for content distribution,
provide temporary buffer/storage for effective transmission
scheduling and computing, conserve energy for battery-driven
devices, and extract intelligence at edge or at premises where
intelligence is needed. This is true for smart city initiatives
where omnipresent SCCSI capability is needed for smart
city operations, particularly where capability-enabled vehicles,
public or private, can be utilized to provide utility-like services
[13]. Thus, the future design for MEC should focus on the
development of holistic utility-like service ecosystem to enable
future intelligentization of life sustaining systems to improve

people’s quality of life (QoL). This low-cost MEC ecosystem
may help ease the digital divide and provide remote education
and training services.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Multi-access edge computing (MEC) provides an effective
approach to push computing rich cloud services to the prox-
imity of end users, the so-called edge, in order to facilitate
emerging latency-sensitive applications like connected and
autonomous driving, smart and connected health, and timely
edge intelligence services. Although there exist tremendous
research on MEC in the past few years, there are still many
design challenges as many interesting applications emerge. In
this paper, we attempt to clarify some critical concepts in MEC
and realistic design issues, elaborate the important research
issues, and identify future research directions. Our focus is
much more on the problem identification and optimization
formulation from the technical perspective. It is our high hope
that this paper could help readers quickly get familiar with the
research critical problems and make significant contributions
to solve the important problems in this area.
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